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SEED FDR SMALL FARMERS 
- SUPPORT INFRA$TRUCTURE -
1. INTRODUCTION 
CUas P. Camargo* 
Claudia Bragantini** 
Roberto Aguirre* 
Adriel E. Caray· 
José Fernández de Soto' 
Plant technotogy research has contributed significantly la ¡n,reased 
production and productivity of vadous crops. This contributton is the 
result of the systematic and continuous effort of al! institutions 
¡nvolved in the agricultural sector, seeking lo find the best aplions in 
both technology g~neration and transfer. in arder lo maintain the 
agronomlc, genetic. and morphologic characleristics of the new 
varieties released by rescarch. 
Among the various inputs included in the technology transfer process. 
seed represents the basic bridge established between farmers. on one 
side. and the benefits generated by research. on the other . This 
work may mean an increase from a few kilograms of basic seed to the 
production of varlous ton s of commercial seed. through a multiplication 
process of many generations. under special production norms different 
from those used in grain production for consumption. Ideally, the 
result of this process should be the supply of good quallty seed as an 
input in large. medium. and sma!! farming operations. 
.. 
Head. Research Associate, Seed Specialist, and Research 
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However. seed supply is extremely heterogenous among large and 
medium agricultural entrepreneurs. In Latin America. utilization rates 
of improved seed {certLfied. fiscalized. and otherJ are stlll low. 
considering the requirements of agricultural development in a modern 
situation. 
Under these circumstances. the process of transferring the genetic 
potentlal of new cultivars involvcs seed producers and marketing 
agents on the ene hand. and, on the other. the large farrners and 
sorne medium-scale farmers who purchase this input. 80th are 
agricultural entrepreneurs who make considerable investments. based 
on the economic profitabi1ity o( their activities. 
In the aboye situation, seed producers are ¡nvolved in what 15 known 
as CONVENTIQNAL SEED PRODUCTION ANO MARKETING SYSTEMS, in 
which research, technical assistance, users of the product, and 
government support are well geared to guarantee stability in their 
endeavors. In conventional seed production and supply systems. in 
addition to what has been explained. the seed producer and marketing 
agent benefit from certification programs. fiscalization of the market, 
and the dynamism characteristic of the private sector. 
In contrast to the situation described aboye. are small farmers who to 
a great extent do not use improved seed.· Traditionally they have 
either produced their own planting material or obtained it rrom 
neighboring farmers or regions through mechanisms which many times 
do not involve cash payments, but rather the exchange of seed for 
other goods or services. Small farmers have been thusly characterized 
by various authors who. in general terms, provide similar information. 
Knowledge of the variables which describe the social, economic. and 
cultural conditions of these farmers is available. but little has been 
contributed in terms of designing strategies or alternatives to improve 
their seed production and supply . 
This paper presents the efforts carried out by the Centro Interna-
cional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) wlth the object of contributing 
* In a broader sense, improved seed implies good quality seed (genetically Identical and pure, free of weeds and diseases. and 
physlologlcally pure) of both the Improved and the traditlonal 
varletles. 
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lo the development of options fol'" the NON-CONVENTIONAL SEED 
PRODUCTtON ANO SUPPLY SYSTEMS. To thls end, a very simplified 
seed conditioning plant was conslrucled. This documenl will address 
the aspects related lo the postharvest phase in thls experimental 
plant. 
11. BACKGROUND 
Implementation of non-conventional seed production and supply systems 
requires organizational and quality control activities. centralized in a 
seed conditioning plant. lo meet the system's requirements for 
speciallzed technical assistance. training, internal quality control, and 
mechanization of certain activities. This conditioning infrastructure. 
unique for Its type in Latín America. performs the following services: 
1. It enables the study of alternative seed productlon, conditioning , 
and distribution alternatives. 
2. It facilitates CIAT's Seed Unit 's role in providing information and 
training to rural leaders. extensionists. and seed technologists . 
3. It serves as a conditionlng plant for small seed lots produced In 
the Seed Unit, under a quality control scheme. 
4. It serves as a protype and a centra l polnt for radiating 
technologies to small farmer organizations involved or interested 
in seed production. 
In addition to the aboye, this effort is unlque and important since 
CIAT is the only center in the CGIAR System havlng a Seed Unit 
within its structure, working with crops having partlcularly strong 
social characterlstics. such as beans and cassava. 
111. OBJECTIVES 
1. Demonstrate the feasibility of implementlng simple seed 
conditloning and quallty control structures , al a low cost and 
• 
adapted lo the needs and rescurces of 5mall (arme,. communities. 
by integrating seed reception. drying, conditioning. 5torin9. and 
d istribution activities within this structure. 
2 . Provide trainin9 lo extensionists . field inspectors . and leaders of 
small farmers' organizations in seed production and marketing 
activities appropriatc for non-conventionul seed production and 
supply systems. 
3. Utilize the infrastructure for conditioning 5ma!!. basic seed lots. 
IV . SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 
The Seed Unít, in addition lo having a physical infrastructure for seed 
technology training under conventional (entrepreneurial) models is al50 
¡nvolved in non-conventional activities . To improve and broaden this 
endeavor . a mini-seedhouse was constructed with special characteristics 
for developing alternative schemes . compatible with the s peci fic 
conditions of small farmers (Figure 1). 
The objective of this simple seed conditioning infrclstructure goes 
beyond Its physical structure . Once constructed , it seeks to diffuse 
the principIes of non-conventional seed production and marketing 
systems . through the organization of sma11 farmers in associations and 
othe r community groups. generating new activities and sources of 
¡ncome for the ru ra l communities. especially in regions and crops 
unattended by large seed enterprise5 . 
In addition to its function as a center for seed reception. drying. 
conditioning. stor age. and distribution . when in-place in a community. 
this mini-seedhouse serves as the prototype for the headquarters of an 
association or coop<!rative of small seed producers. It becomes a 
meeting place for discussing technical and socioeconomic problems. a 
p lace for training all human resources involved in this activity 
(extenslonists. rural leaders . producers. etc . ). and al50 the core of 
qua lity control for seed produced under this system. 
Roof of asbestos-cement ti le 
Asphalt ceiling Cement-block wall 
SI Wood p 
ope 10.5%) ---./ anel "ructure 
5mts IOmts 5mts 
Cement floor with vapor barrier 
FIGURE 1. Cross SecUon of CIAT' S Small-Scale Seed Condltioning Plant or Mini-Seedhouse. 
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The ideal type of conslruction varies according lo the needs and 
reSOUfces available in each communily af farmers. In this sense, this 
moelel only intends lo serve as a reference for those who having the 
opportunity of becoming familiar with jl , are interestcd in constructing 
their own unit, adapted to the needs and resources of their country. 
region, community, or crop . 
Considering the broad range af objectives proposed and the 
hetcrogeneous technolog ical leve! af the clients ¡nvolved. this 
Small-Scale Seed Conditioning Plant or Small Farmer Mini-seedhouse has 
equipment from the very simple to more industrialized machinery. Yet, 
jt is adapted to the conditions characterizing 5mall farmers . seeking to 
tl"ansfol"m them into efficient sced pl"oducel"s. Basically, CIAPs Seed 
Unit Mini-seedhouse is composed of : 
1. Civil Works 
The mini-seedhouse (Figure 2) has a 200-m2 covel"ed area , with 
32m 2 fOI" storage. an area for installing small-scale seed condition ing 
equipment, and an batch dryer with foul" independent cells. The minj-
seedhouse also has two cement patios . each 100m2, fOI" seed threshing , 
pl"ecleaning, and dl"ying activities. One of these patios 15 adapted so 
that a tal"p can be used to cover up the seed. 
mesh enclosul"e 
Patio for threshing 
and el i 
.:::::::::::~:JIIIIII~~~~~~""",~R",,ed up tarps 
hang-dl"ying plants 
FIGURE 2. Overview of CIAPs mini-seedhouse showing tarps used to 
protect the seed during drying, when elimatic conditions are 
unfavorable. 
2. Bas ic Eguipment 
The equipment in th is unit is organized in such a way that it can 
be exchanged to serve different species, volumes , and different work 
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flows during the postharvest phase. This flexibílity is important lo 
demonstrale the diversity that can be offered lo small farmers lo 
address theír specific needs. The bask equipment for seed 
conditionlng avaílable in this mini-seedhouse is classified in three 
groups. correspondíng lo the different technologícal phases that may 
arise in a cooperative, association. or other form of 5ma!! (armers' 
community organization (Table 1). 
V. PROOUCTION ANO SUPPLY ACTIVITIES 
A. Interdependence with Preharvesl Managemenl 
The operations carried out in the Small Farmer Mini-seedhouse are 
relaled lo typical postharvest activities. lt is worth specifylng that 
operations after harvesting cannot make IImiracles ll , They do nol 
improve the physiologic or genetic qua lit y . or the health status of the 
seed, even though they can in fact improve the total seed lot 
composition by removing undesirable material and preserving the 
quality recelved. thus minimizing deterioration during storage. 
There are a few important points to be held in mind durlng the 
preharvest phase. 
1. 
2. 
Seed for plantíng 
The land must 
rotation should 
recommendations. 
must have good 
be adequalely 
be put in 
germination. vigor, and purity. 
prepared for planting; crop 
practice . following technlcal 
3. The required cultural practices (weeding. eradlcation o( atypical 
and dlseased plants. limely crop protection) should be per(ormed. 
4. Harvest should be carried out as early as possible, removing the 
seed from the field and ptacing It in a fresh and ventilated area . 
Appropriate preharvest management increases the efficiency of 
postharvest activities--reducing production costs as wetl as achieving 
expected quallty standards. BUl, on the other hand. if preharvest 
management has been inadequate, it will be practicatly impossible to 
correct previous errors during the postharvest phase , leading to 
los ses both in quality and quantity and increasing production costs. 
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Table 1. Theoretical distribution of various type:s of equipment 
depending on the degree of development of a seed 
enter prise . 
Platform scale (500 kg) 
Hang-drying in bunches 
T hreshing rack 
Motor-driven thresher 
Hand shelling board 
Crank hand shelter 
Motor-driven corn sheller 
Backpack alr blower 
Wire mesh screen 
Crank blower 
Ai r blast blower 
Drying trays 
Orying patio 
Batch dryer 
Air screen cleaner 
Hand-sort ing table 
Manual treatment drum 
Self-feeding hoppcr 
Scale (10 kg cap) 
Labeled bags (5 Y 10 kg) 
Manual bag sewer 
Wooden platforms 
Drying ta r ps 
Moisture determinator 
Probes 
Laborator y scale (1 kg) 
Cermlnation trays 
Psychrometer 
Small germinator 
Unit Phases 
Cost Figure Inter- Ad-
(US$) No. Initia! medlate vanced 
300 
100 
50 
500 
10 
100 
250 
300 
30 
120 
220 
30 
180 
2.500 
200 
120 
80 
100 
190 
",O 
20 
200 
120 
300 
130 
5 
10 
280 
5 
6 
10 
7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
15 
16 
17 
16 
18 
19 
11 
20 
,. 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Estimated al C IAT's Seed Unit . March 1989 . 
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B. Postharvest 
The infraslructure previously described (unctions as a key 
element in the production process . The small-scale seed conditioning 
plant in faet performs the role af a central receptor or converging 
point for seed coming in (rom the fields af smal1 farmers who belang to 
an agricultural association . region. or microregion . 
During the rie ld phase, each (armer or secd producer must be 
identified for internal quality control ends. Identification can be done 
using the farmer's name, or the number assigned to his neld . Each 
(armer is registered on a card which contains al1 preharvest 
observations on one side and all postharvest observations and quality 
data on the other side (Annex 1) . Annex 2 ¡neludes instructions for 
filling out thi ... formo When the ... ame farmcr work ... with more than one 
varicty or deliver ... more than once to the mini-... eedhouse during the 
same campaign, new record card ... shou ld be made . Individual control, 
by lot and by producer. i ... very important. 
Postharve ... t operatiorl'.O described hcrein are a n e ...... entlal part of 
internal quallty control, and are thus indi ... pensable fo r obtaining and 
preserving ... eed quality. Without this complementar y Internal quality 
control endeavor, all control efforts at the fleld leve l may be useless , 
the image of the organization within the rural communltles may be 
ruined, and other socioeconomic los ses may result. An organ izat ion 
having only a litt le infrastructure, such as the one discu ... sed, can 
perform . among others, the following postharvest actlvlties . 
1 • Reception and Sampling 
The material received at the minj-seedhouse must be seed coming 
from those fietds which have been approved for secd production . 
Material normally arrives in different conditions. for example: 
a . Plants, pod'.O, tassels, or moi ... t cobs. 
b. Plants , pods, ta'.O ... els . or cobs having the appropriate 
moisture for threshing or shelling. 
c. Threshed or shelled moist seed, not yet c leaned. 
d. Predeaned. moist seed. 
e . Predeaned. dry seed . 
f. Clean, d ry seed. 
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In any o( these cases, the Inlernal Quality Control Activities Card 
must be filled out , the same that was codified and assigned lo each 
producer during the p r eharvest phase (Annex 1.) •• It is warth 
highlighling thal only those gaod quality seed IOt5 should receive 
postharvest ca re and attention. while those !ots having problems 
should be rejected and destined for human consumption or industrial 
use. This simple p ractice reduces risks and C05t5. Those 10ts having 
¡n¡tial good qua lit y should enter the condition ing flow. Depending on 
the condilion in which the malerial is received, the steps 01" activities 
requlred lo obtain gaod quality seed must be defined. This exptains 
thc need lo assign a proper and distinct IcJentity lo each 101 received. 
One of the first tasks to be performed during reception is 
identification of the packages (sélcks or otherl of the material 
received. to avoid mixtures with other lots or the loss of identity in 
the future. 
The product must be weighed during the reception phase alld a 
representa ti ve sampling of the lot received must be made. Whenever 
possible. a sampling at the field level is convenient. right before 
harvesting. If the seed is received as plants. panicles , or cobs. 
samples must be taken at random and these must be manually shelled 
and well homogenized. When the seed is received threshed or shelled. 
a representative sampling must a lso be taken. using probes or 
samplers; if thls equlpment is not availab le. samples must be taken by 
hand. The total sum of all these samples must be approximately 2 to 6 
kg. dependlng on the species . 
The next operation is subdividing the compound sample; this is placed 
on a piece of cloth over a smooth surface and equal divisions are made 
with a ruler to obtain approximately 500 grams (working samplel. 
Based on visual observation. serious or irreversible problems can be 
easi Iy detected (for example. excessive heating of the seed. 
inseparable weeds or varietal mixtures, etc.) that imply rejecting the 
lot. Systematic sampling is necessary when the seed 15 in good 
condltlon, and precision 15 required regarding the invisible quality 
aspects (Le . . moisture content, germination. vigor. heal th, etc.) . 
Germinatio" resulls are not immediate. Normally. due to the lack of a 
quick vlabllity test . the moisture analysis is used to take a decision 
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regarding drying. Material received wet must be drled immediately 
even without knowing its viability potential. Afterwards. with the 
result of the viabi1ity test, a decision is taken as lo whether the lot 
deserves lo continue the following conditioning phase, or ir lt will be 
destined lo consumption. 
In certaln more developed systems, the tetrazolium test, the electric 
conductivity test o( the exudate. or the physiologic germlnation test 
(cvaluation of germination when the primary root emerges) a re 
success(ully used lo quickly determine viability . 
In mast cases, a very effective "test" is the apiojon of the persao in 
charge of receptlon . This persao must be familiar with his seed 
producers. the Iones, the neld, and the lot'5 history . Therefore. 
physical appearance scen through the "eyell of the person in charge of 
the mini-seedhouse is indispensable. 
The health status of a seed lot can frequently be determined based on 
symptoms observed in the field . Varietal mixtures, contamlnation with 
weeds. and other characteristics of the lot must be continuously 
observed by a responsible persono These observatlons are valuable 
for taking decisions in the mini-seedhouse. Bearing in mind the need 
to assure qUillity . to reduce costs. and to integrate pre- and 
postharvest management. it i5 conveníent that respor,sibility for both 
field and plant supervision be given to the same person. This is a 
very practical and inexpensive approach to programming seed 
production , especially during the initial phase when amounts are smal!. 
Table 2 shows sorne operational alternatives and quality control tests. 
depending on the raw material received. The decislon to follow a 
specific seed conditioning flow is very important in achieving the 
desired quality levels . Selecting the most appropriate opllon wíll be 
dlfficult and erratio ir criteria based on simple evaluation tests are not 
adopted . Constant observation and the simple evaluations suggested 
enable the person in charge to monitor the rlow and take preven ti ve 
and corrective measures on time. 
To illustrate thls idea, Annex 3 shows il flowchart ror seed 
conditioning ilnd quality control. involving some possible variables and 
basic analyses. 
CONDITtQNS IN 
WHICH AAW MATERIAL 
IS AECEIVED 
rl _n ..... J T,,,,,,, .. Cobs Mom 
CONDITIONING 
FlOWCHAAT 
t~ -ro I 
OUAUTY CONTROL 
TESTS 
AECEPTION ~ 
I 
_ ~ ,..;,:---------_l"",WA 
: nn///~ 
-+----
....... 
Dlnv. 
EVAlUATlONS 
PAfOISTAIBUTION 
fVAlUATIONS 
PIWCka.nH. moil! 
l( ~~~ }IDinv.dty 
C"'n. dty 
• ---.,ty 
~ ~~~tu .. 
lO 
----
L ...-Nduning 
Otylng 
ClMnlng 
T .... t."..,t 
~----
4 
OPEAATIONAl 
EVAlUATIONS 
T able 2. Postharvest conditioning operations and seed quality evaluation depending on raw materi al received . 
~ 
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2. Predrying 
From an economic and operational poiot o( view. seed must be 
predried and threshed in' the field where it is grown. This is feasib le 
when sced is produced in dry regions where irrigation is used . It is 
also possible when seed matures during the dry months of the year. 
However . in certaln areas jt is impossible lo avoid the rainy season 
and the high relative humidities by naturill means In the field . This 
requires pulling out the plants and accelerating their drying until they 
are ready for threshing. This operation , when necessary can be done 
hanging the plants under a rooftop (Figure 3), 
FIGURE 3. Predrying of bean plants under a rooftop. 
3. Threshing 
Normally. this 15 one of the operations that causes more 
mechanical damage to the seed, especially when moisture content is 
very hlgh or very low; the re(ore , quick and easy molsture and 
mechanlcal damage tests must be conducted once operations have 
started , to determine damage and moisture levels and adjust the 
equipment or procedures according to needs. 
Most equipment available in the market had been designed to 
handle grains, and not necessarily seed. Therefore, when threshing 
is done mechanically, it is best to use rotary cylinders. adjusting the 
speed of rotation o( the shaft and the cavity opening; the moisture 
content of the seed to be threshed rnust also be known. Sorne options 
for equlpment and methods used are shown in Figures lI, 5, and 6. 
FIGURE 5. Hand shelling 
board. This equipment can 
be easily constructed using a 
solid table where metal1ic 
staples or bent nails are ad-
¡usted . The capacity depends 
only on the number of per-
sons that will be working at 
the same time. 
FIGURE 4. Threshing rack. 
This system. used throughout 
Central America, facllitates 
threshlng and causes minimum 
mechanical damage to seeds. 
Seeds loosened from the pods 
fall through a mesh (loor and 
thus do not receive con ti-
nuous impacts. Threshing. 
frequently carried out by 
hltting the pi1e of harvested 
plants with a stick is also 
adequate. as long as there is 
enough plant malter lo serve 
as a IIcushlonll . 
F1CURE 6. Crank 
construct and clean; 
4 . Precleaning 
15 
hand sheller. Simple 
used for shelllng maize . 
lo 
As with the threshing operation . precleaning can al50 be carded 
ou t in the rield. using simple melal sieves andJor the backpack alr 
blower. Precleaning is required particularly ir final drying is goln9 lo 
be done with torced air in artificial dryers. Additionally. precleaning 
prevents carryillg unnecessary chaff lo the plant. The following 
pictures show sorne userul equipment used lo carry out this task 
(Figures 7, 8. 9. and 10). 
FIGURE 7. Wire mesh screen. Can be used as a 
scalper (to sepa rate conlaminanls having a 
greate r volume than that of the seed) or as a 
class;fier (to separa te contaminanls smaller than 
the seed) . The screen also serves to dry seed 
lots. by keeping them raised from the ground and 
permitting the flow of air . 
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FIGURE 8. Crank blower. 
Simple machine, easily con-
structed rrom wood. very 
useru1 for precteaning seed. 
Can be adapted to be 
activated by a motor to 
facilitate operation and 
¡ncrease efficiency. 
FIGURE 9. Air blasl blower (normally used in 
laboratory for research experiments) . Similar to 
that shown ;n Figure 8. but motor-driven and 
conslructed {rom metal . Ver y appropriate for 
5mall amounts of seed. It can be easily adapted 
to ha ve a constant flow of air. 
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5. Grajo Drylng 
FIGURE 10. Backpack ai,. 
blower. normally used lo ap-
ply chemical products in the 
field . Useful In separating 
light components (stems. 
dust, leaves. pods. etc.) 
after threshing. 
Thls step 15 critical in the process o( obtaining and preserving 
seed qua lit y . The drying process must be performed as soon as 
possible afte,. lhreshing. particularly in seed 10t5 having high moislure 
content (greater than 15%) in arder lO guarantee safe storage. In a 
5mall plant , this operation can be carried out using natural or artificial 
drying systems. Each system ¡neludes varlOU5 alternatives . as can be 
observed In Figures 1, . 12. and 13. 
FIGURE 1,. Drying tarps. Important In 
threshlng and drying, and in pesticlde applka-
tians. Must be fabricated of a resistan! and 
water impermeable material to keep out the 
moisture always found under field conditions. 
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FIGURE 12. Drying wire mesh trays . The open-
íngs must be smaller than the seed. These trays 
should be raised from the floor lo allow air lo 
flow easily and accelerale drying. 
FIGURE 13. Batch dryer. Constructed in brick 
and cement, thi5 dryer allows seeds lo be dried 
independently in each of the four cells . The 
inclination of the floor facilitates unloading dry 
seed. 
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During drying. continuous ca re is required lo avoid accidental damage. 
Seed should be removed frequently in natural drying . During the 
operation of any drying system, in addition lo ¡nitial samplings, 
samples must be taken during the intermedia te phases in arder lo 
decide on preventive or corrective measures when these are necessary. 
This guaranlees efficient and sure drying. 
When seed moisture is aboye 18% and relative humidity is below 75%. 
the air should nol be healed. When reldtive humidity is over 75%. air 
should be healed lo reduce relative humidity lo 75%. When seed has 
les s than 18% moisture content, air must have a relative humidity 
between SO and 60%. In case this is greater. air must be hcated 
without exceeding the 40° C limit. A simple piece of equipment to 
measure these environmental and seed parameters i5 the psyehrometer 
(Figure 14). 
FIGURE 14. Psychrometer. Simple instrument 
used to determine air tempera tu re and rel ative 
humidity. These fdctors are very important in 
declsions related to seed moisture content. 
6. Cleaning 
Ouring this phase . I1seed separation principles l1 • broadly used in 
conventional conditioning systems (differences in thickness. width. 
length . welght. formo texture. etc.) are equally useful in non-
conventional cases. The major difference is that In the latter case. 
the maehinery and equipment can be sma", simple. and inexpensive 
(Figure 15). 
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FIGURE 15. Aír screen cleaner. Can be acti-
valed by pedal or by electric or gasoline engine. 
Adequate use of the separation principies . the samplings. and the qua-
litative analyses al strateglc points of the conditloning flow can si9-
nificantly improve seed lot quality in a productlon system (Annex 3). 
In non-conventional seed production systems. prlmarlly when dealing 
with small-scale producUon, precísion classíficatíon can be performed 
through manual selection {Figure 16}. 
FIGURE 16. Hand-sorting table (showing self-
feeding hopper). The slope of hopperts walls 
make it self-cleaning and supply a continuous flow 
of seeds lo the persao making the selection. 
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This practice is rather simple when dealing with seeds the size of 
beans or malze . Once the cleaning aod classification lasks are over , a 
sample should be taken lo analyze purity and germination of the final 
producto 
7 . Treatment 
Arter completing the cleaning aod classification operations. secd 
can be lreated with agrochemical products ir considered necessary. In 
the case of fungicides. seed should preferclbly be lrcaled only when 
sales have beeo assured; otherwise. ir nol sold as seed . treatment 
prohlblts human consumption . Simple equipment . having differenl 
capacitles (Figure 17). can be manufactured al the plant itself for this 
operation. 
FIGURE 17 . Manual treatment 
drum. The container can be 
either plaslic or melallic. 
Incllnatlon facllilales un load-
ing of malerlals. 
Even when the demand for seed is unknown, treatment agalnst insects 
must be applied. Insecticides and products that do not have noxious 
residual effects for human consumption should be used. Final 
treatment with chemical fungicldes must be done gradually as per 
purchase requests . 
Normally, chemical products ar e harmful to human health; lherefore, 
all precaulions should be observed and followed in accordance wlth the 
technical recommendations indicated bOl the manufacturero 
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8. Packaging/ldentificalion 
Sced that has beeo properly conditioned and treated should 
preferably be packaged in multifoliate bags. sewn shut. and 
individually identified. Packaging equipment is available that provides 
a barder against water vapor pressure and lnseet attack. Common 
packages. predominant among small farmers. are jute. polypropylene. 
or eaUon sacks; 10- 20 liter jars; and plastic containers (Figure 18). 
FIGURE 18 . Labeled bags. 
To package 5 and 10 kg of 
seed. Convenienl in market-
Ing small amounts of seed. 
When seed has been packaged for sale/dlstribution. packages must be 
identlfled on the oulside with the required information, by stamping 
directly on the container ar by adhering a label having at least the 
data presented in Annex 4. 
This data can be taken from the card explained in Annex 1, and is 
very necessary as a source of information for farmers purchasing the 
seed. 
9. Storage 
Good storage does not improve the seed's physical . physiologic, 
or gene tic quality, or Its health status; it can only reduce the speed 
of delerioration. Even so, quality loss is inevitable In practical terms. 
Seed that has been properly dried, conditioned, and identified should 
be stored in a clean , fresh, ventilated warehouse, isolated from 
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sources of humidity . Pires should be placeó over wooden platforms as 
shown in Figure 19. 
FIGURE 
sloring 
passing 
aeration 
facilitate 
19. Wooden platforms . Essential in 
seeds . They prevent moisture (rom 
into the lower layer of seeds. help 
and fumigation of the stack. and 
cleaning between stacks. 
Each pile musl be identified with a tag in arder lo have visible and 
praCtical information available in the warehouse. fo r taking decisions 
during commercialization. The tag should be placed in the pite and 
have the required information. A sample lag is shown in Annex 5. 
The posslbllity of having one variety per pile should be considered; 
this facilltales delivery and inventory management. 
10. BasJc Tests 
Normally, when considering carrying out tests in conventional 
seed production and supply systems. worries arise in terms of the 
high cost of laboratory equipment. in frastructure. human resources. 
etc. 
These conslderatlons are valid since the system requires these 
investments due to its profit-earn ing characteristics. to the rigorous 
norms and standard s • and to the need that test results be precise and 
replicable. Tests In these cases are conducted under ideal conditions 
(controlled moisture and temperature) In modern germlnators. 
Equipment for the purity, moisture, germination, tetrazolium, and 
health tests, among others, are also modern and relatively expensivc. 
Under less conventionai seed production and supply situations, these 
conditions are normally not available; small seed farmers do not have 
the human , physical. or financia l resources to support a sophisticated 
assembly of equipment to altend their needs. However , certain key 
qualitative seed characteristics can be evaluated based on simple 
schemes . 
The baslc tests described he re are based on traditional principies , yet 
they require in many cases only the resources and materials available 
in a community of organized farmers . These tests are: 
a. Germlnation test 
Contrary to other tests which can be evaluated immediately , 
evaluation of the germination potential r equires more time. 
However, depending on the objective of the evaluation. a series 
of options can be considered--from complete germination tests to 
more simple and quick es tima tion s . 
To determine real germination , sand trays , rol ls of special paper, 
or disposable paper towels or newspaper can be used. Instead of 
sand. a mixture of soi! and organic matter , or soil aione , is 
appropriate . The lalter would result in more variation than the 
sand test , but would also enable the evaluation of the seed under 
conditions similar to those encountered in the field by the farmer. 
In addition to the information on germlnation, evaluations in trays 
provide a very practical appreciation of seed vigor. 
Representative samples of the lols are required to oblain reliable 
results and 300 to ~OO seeds must be planted. Depending on the 
size of the paper. the trays, etc .. groups of 100 or 50 seeds can 
be planted. Figure 20 shows a sample of this test. 
In the absence of special chambers, in tropical regions, 
germination tests can be made taking advantage of the ambient 
temperature. In this case, depending on the amblent temperature, 
germinatlon percentage can be evaluated in the time period 
stipulated in Table 3. 
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FIGURE 20. Germination trays. Used to carry 
out the sand germination test. 
Table 3 . Appropriate time for conducting the trials. 
Days Afte,. PlantinliJ 
Species First Couot Final Ccuot* 
Beans • B Maize • 7 Rice S ,. 
Sorghum • 10 Soybeans S B 
Whenl • 7 
In regioos where the tcmperature is cooler. the 
germination and seedling development processcs are 
slower . This can be easily compensatcd by evaluating 1-2 
days afte,. the dates indicaled in the table . 
When lime is urgenl. germination percentage can be estimated 
based on the lelrazolium or conductivity tests or using other 
methods. A method available to many farmers is lhe evaluation of 
physiologic germination. This method enables eva luation of lhe 
basic seed structures as soon as lhe primary roots have emerged. 
Depending on the species and the temperilture. this evaluation 
can be done 2 or 3 days after planting. 
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b. Determining moisture content 
Moisture is the main factor causing seed deterioration . Seeds 
with moisture contents aboye 14% h¡)ve a shorter life than those 
with less than 13%. Thus, especially whel'l receiving lots and 
during the drying process. determination of seed moisture conlenl 
is necessary lo enable taking decisions and lo guarantee the 
appropriate moisture level after drying for subsequent storage. 
Determining the moisture contenl under non-conventional 
condilions has been one or the mast diffkult lasks in the rural 
communities . Oesigning a simple method, available to the 5mall 
(armer. ro, determining seed moislure is currently the masl 
important challenge in seed technology. In the meantime, 
portable electronic testers constitute a viable alternative for these 
production schemes. In spite of not having the precision of the 
oven melhod, these testers are easy to operate, inexpensive, and 
provide an imrnt!diate reading. 
c. Determiníng physical purity 
This test identifies the type of contaminant, and therefore the 
type of equipment through which the seed lot must flow to 
separa te inert matter , weeds , and dlseased seed or seed of other 
varieties that may be mixed with the dcsired variety. 
This trlal must be carried out upon receiving the lot and at the 
end of the conditioning process. The first, beca use of the 
reasons already mentioned, and the lalter , to guarantee that the 
seed lot does not contain weeds or diseased seed. Furthermore, 
thls test is important before and after precleLlning and cleaning 
operations because it defines the rigor of the required 
separatlons, 
When possible. the final purity test must be sent to a laboratory 
accredited lo carry out this analysis. This Is the result to be 
used in the labels or packages for marketing the seed. 
d. Detecting mechanical damage 
Seeds with mechanical damage lose their viability quickly in the 
warehouse . giving rise to weak and abnormal seedlings. 
Therefore. care must be taken to not cause damage to the seed 
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during the threshing and postharvest phase. Mechanical 
threshers. shellers . elevators. etc. can be sources of mechanical 
damage lo seeds. Frequent samplings and tests to evaluate 
mechanical damage are required during these operatlons. In arder 
lo make adjustments lo the machinery ílnd equipment. 
Far example. a bean seed lot must nol have more than 8% visible 
damage. A simple test to determine the degree of damage to a lot 
is the utilization of a glass of wate r in which 100 seeds selected 
al random are placed. This test can be repllcated 2-4 times to 
have greater confidence in results. Seeds are allowed to stand in 
water during 10-15 minutes. After this time. seed is removed 
(rom the glass and those having visible mechanical damage are 
countcd in each repetition. thus determining the average 
percentage damage of the seed lot. 
Upon delivery. other damage caused to the seed by various 
factors. arnong others. diseases. moisture. insects. rodents. etc .• 
must be determined. 
e . Dctecting pests: During reception and storage. seed must be 
carefully inspected in order to detect pest infestation and proceed 
with the required control. 
When the evaluation methodologies described aboye are correctly used. 
internal quality control can be established under the local conditions . 
As the volume of seeds and the clients l demands. and as the personnel 
acquires more experience. other more complex tests can be used; 
among these are the tetrazolium test , the phytosanitary analyses. the 
vigor test, the varietal identification test, etc. 
VI . COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITlE5 
A. Training 
CIAPs 5mall 5cale 5eed Conditioning Plant or Mini-seedhouse has 
faci1itated a considerable amount of training activities related to 
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non-conventional seed systems al the international level. given the 
simple characteristics of lts organization and equipment. This 
equipment has enabled the Seed Unít lo establish a series of research 
and teaching activities in a very efficienl manner. focusing on the 
characteristks of agriculture in the great majority of underdeveloped 
countries. 
In addition lo the proper physical installations . the prcscnce of a 
multidisciplinary team in elAT's research programs makes lt possible lo 
cover practically all technical and scientific aspects directly or 
indircctly related lO seed technology. 
B. Research 
The bibliography on research in seed technology for conventional 
seed production and supply systems is very broad. But. it is difficult 
to find research papers on alternative seed production and supply 
systems under non-conventional schemes adapted for small farmers' 
conditions . 
In 1988 . CIAT's Seed Unit started a series of studies to complement 
research carried out by the Cassava, Seans, Rice. and Tropical 
Pastures Research Programs. seeking to find technological and 
practical alternatives to maximize the use of the genetic potential 
available in materials used by small farmers. Among these studies . the 
foltowing are directly related to the type af work that can be carried 
out in a mini-seedhouse as has been described. 
Effect of Harvesting Periad on Sean Seed Qua1ity 
Objective: Identify damage caused by the delay in harvesting on 
the physiological quality and health status of bean seed. 
Effect of Chemical Treatment and Cultural Management on the 
Quality of Sean Seed 
Objective: Contribute to the 
technological recommendations 
produced by SOlal! farmers. 
design and 
for good 
evaluation of simple 
quality bean seed 
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Effecl of Cultural Practices on the Qua lit y of Sean Seed 
Objective: Investigate the possibility of improving the qua lit y of 
planting materials used by 5ma!! farmers by detectlng and 
eradicaling visible SQurces of contamination by diseases in the 
field and borne by the seed itself, seeking lo ¡ncrease the 
productlvity of 5mall producers . 
Effect of the Orying Method on the Quality of Rice Seed 
Objectlve : Study the influence of the drying method on the 
process of fissure formation in rice seed and on the physlcal and 
physiologic quality. 
Evaluation of the Quality of Bean Seed Used by 5ma!! Farmers in 
Two Reglons of Colombia 
Objective : Come lo know the quality of bean seed used by small 
farmers through laboratory tests lo evaluate genetic. physical, 
physiologic. and sanitary seed quality . 
Currently. in addition to the aspects directly related to seed 
technology. research is being carried out in socioeconomlc and cultural 
aspects. 
VII . BENEFITS 
The small-scale seed conditioning plant will bring a series of benefits 
to farmers in Latin America . particularly in those sltuations where 
markets are smal'. localized. and specific. This is the case for most 
non-industrial crops In Latin America. 
CIAT's international status and its collaborative activitles wlth national 
research and development institutions enable CIAT to contribute not 
only in 
provide 
the development 
simplified and 
of conventional seed systems. but also to 
less conventiona l schemes such as that 
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presented in this paper . Directly. or indirectly. the activities in this 
initiative will bring the following social and economic benefits: 
Motivate seed production in communities and among agricultural 
organizations havjn~ an associative nature. 
Make seed production a new income-earning alternatlve for the 
sma!! (armer . 
Increase productivity of r u ral communities . 
Motívate the (armer lo keep up with his agricultural activities. 
reduc1ng the rural exodus . 
Contribute lo the 5mall (armer's economic welfare and o as a 
consequence . lo an ¡ncrease in the production of basic food 
products . 
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An!'lelt 1. Record 01 .ctivltle. of intemal c¡uality contr ol ( __ " ...... ""'-'O"r-"'" •• "',,!,'"~'C!"~"--__ 
A. PREHARVEST PUASE 
1. o.te oí vi,it _1_'_ I Technical Vhlt No. 
l. Producer _ ___________________ fleld No. 
3. ,.~ J..o.cation ______________ _ 
4. Speele V8rlety _______________ _ 
,. Area (.2) Specles/Prevlou. vlrtet)' ________ _ 
6. Ptlntlng d.te Eatlaated huvesting daU _______ _ 
1. Deve1os-nt nnul oí the erop 
8. Ob.ervatlon. durina riele! lnspec:tion: 
t-;-Punl Ifo. of No. uf "'o. of Inlect flnal 
Pl.nu Atyplc.l Weed. Oi,e •• ed AtUck Rec~nd.tlon 
per Heter Pl.nt. y PlInu y A R Rl 
A 
• 
e 
o 
x 
11 t.. Free; H · Hedll_¡ S· Severe . Spec1fy Whlch . 
9. Che.lcll product •• pplied ________________________ _ 
10. Di •••• e. _______________________________ _ 
11, Weed. ________________________________ _ 
12. In.ect. _______________________________ _ 
13. EttlNted h'I"Vesttn¡ data _1_1_' Next vhit _'_'_' 
_" _____________ (k" 
15. Rec_nd.tlolUl to lhe producer ______________________ _ 
SlGtU1\lRE OF TECHHICIAN SlQlAIURE O, PRI)[)IJ(%R 
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B. POSTHARVEST PHASE 
Spectn _____________ _ 
Produetton I1t .. ___________ _ 
bteptlon 
1. o.te/hour of Receptlon _,_,_, 
J . D.lte ol h.rveat _,_,_, 
V.rlety/Ltne ____________ _ 
Are. (.2) 
2 . Initl.1 vei¡ht (ka) ___ Loe No , __ _ 
4. Type oC nw _terial _______ _ 
S. Inltlal quaHty: Gel"alnation __ ('\) Purity __ (,,) Hohture __ e') Other 
6. Sylteu used for tnn.portation to seedhoule ________________ _ 
7. Nlcur.l 6fy1n8: 'fES ,_, NO ,_, He.lth IUtu. ____________ _ 
8 . De.tln.tlon ae ehe phnt: Oryln¡ ,_, Condltlonlng '_' Gr.ln for cOIl.uaptlon ,_, 
!!!I.!.!!.l 
9. Sylte. u.ed ______________________________ _ 
10. Sta-rtlna (d.ue/hr) _'_'_' __ ll. Endina (d.te/hr) _'_'_' __ 
12. Tnpenture: lnltl.l __ oc Final __ oC 
13. Fin.l vel~t __ (kg) Final .ol.ture content ___ '" 
~ . ~llty _______________________________________________ ___ 
Coodltionlns 
15 . Th re.h1nl 'Ylte .. : 16 . Inici.l welgh t : __ (ka ) 1.1. Hohture __ ' " 
18. !1ech.nlul dall',,,: ___ ('\) 19. ReJecu (ka) 20. Quallty ______ _ 
21. Equipaent u.ed, ~nu..l _________________ _ 
Hech.nlu l ________________ _ 
Welallt __ 'k&' 
Wel¡ht __ 'k&' 
22. Fl~l quaUty: Cenlin.tion __ (Ito) Purlty __ ('\) Vigor __ {'\} Hohtun __ '" 
23. Tre.~nt ______________________________________________________________ _ 
Pacblln¡/ldentlftc.tlon of Condltloned Seed 
210. Type of p.cb'4l _____________ _ 25 . Met _l&ht 
26. lotd w.l&ht of lot ____ (q) No. of b.,. __ 27. Andyd. report (no . ) 
28. QIuollty: Cenl1lU1tlon __ '" Pudty __ '" Otller ___________ _ 
29. St.ck No. _____ _ JO. 01.trlbut l on __________ __ 
)1. Flnll Qwll1ty: Gentlruot lon __ '" 
PERSON RESI'ONSIBLE FOR ltm:RtW. QUALIIY COffIROL 
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Annex 2. Instructions for fl11iog out the Interna! Quality 
Control Record (Annex 1 - Postharvest Phase). 
No. 1 n s t r u e t ion s 
Reception 
1 Date and hour when material was received. 
2 Initial weight of threshed seed (without package) 
befare drying. 
3 Provided by farmer delivering the producto 
4 In cobs, threshed, in plant, precleaned, or pods. 
5 Percentage germination, percentage purity, and other. 
6 Truck, animal, or other transportation means. 
1 Check ane of the alternatives offered. 
8 Check ane of the alternatives offered. 
9 Natural, artificial. 
10 Date and haur. 
11 Date and haur. 
12 Fi1! in with temperatures used in oC: Initial (1), 
Intermediate (IN), and Final (F). 
13 Represents the weight in kilograms and moisture in 
percentage, after drying. 
14 Fill in with germination, purity, and mechanical 
damage data, and other, if considered necessary. 
(continues) 
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Annex 2. (Continued) 
No. 1 n s t r u e t 1 o n s 
Conditioning 
15 Identify threshing system : hitting piles, mechanical, 
etc. 
16 Weight before initiating precleaning or 
c l assification. 
17 Percentage seed molsture contento May be the same as 
that in space (13) . 
18 Fill in with percentage damage. 
19 Optional: Can be calculated subtracting the seed's 
weight after threshing from the initial weight 
(space 16). 
20 Optional: Germinatlon tests, and, if possible, 
21 
tetrazolium tests are conducted when mechanical 
damage 15 high (greater than 5%) J to verify its 
lmmediate effect on the seed's physiologic quality. 
Describe the manual types: sieves, etc., 
mechanical: machines, etc. In each case a11 
or 
seed 
fractions must be weighed and recorded in the space 
provided. 
22 Final quality: Record results of germination, purity, 
and vigor tests, or other conducted to analyze the 
pure seed fraction. 
23 Specify the chemical product used in case the seed 
has been treated . 
(continues) 
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Annex 2. (Continued) 
No. 1 n s t r U e t ion s 
Packaging/ldentification oE Conditioned Seed 
24 Jute sacks or multifoil or polypropylene bags. 
25 Weight of each sack/bag. 
26 Total weight of lot (set of packages). 
27 When official analyses have been conducted, or when 
the organization has its own laboratory. 
28 Qualitative data must be recorded here and a1so on 
the seed package label. Sesls can be used and the 
data recorded ln the package itselfj yet a11 data on 
final qual1ty must be recorded in this cardo 
29 Stacks must be organlzed in the warehouse in a 
numeric sequence and by variety, and they must have 
so identification record indicating the variety, the 
number of packages per lot, and on the reverse side, 
so indication of how the seed will be distributed. 
!he name of clients should be recorded in space (30). 
30 Record the name of the persones) who will purchase 
this particular lot. 
31 Data in each card (lot) will indicate those lots that 
require further analyses before marketing. A 
germination test should be run on those lots delayed 
for harvest, those that had a greater mechanical 
damage, etc., and final genninatian should be 
recorded as a guarantee far both seed conditioner and 
client. 
V " VlllbUity 
M_ MoIllure 
P • Physief,J purity 
n. ...... 
s""' .... 
s_ 
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Rec:~tion , 
r----- -- --- --------- -- - - - - --, 
: <V>--~~-----.., Low : 
o • 00 r-------<V) I 
I H'1lh I o o o 
: : t low • 
o <p~ , : I 
, /-- t I I L _____________ ' ____ 1 ____________ • 
¡ 1 
ThrMhlng I 
Shelling I 
(o 
, High 
1 '0 __ 1 
PRECONOITIONING 
TESTS 
O _ Mec:h..,lc~ d.m~. 
G .. O.rminetlon H~h i------------. 
O 
I 
ClHnlng I I 
Low ~ 1 
y O 
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I Qi.,rib ... tlon I 
Annex 3. 8asic flow in the conditioning and internal quality control 
processes . 
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Annex IL 5eed quality control lag lo be used lo label 
packages. 
COMPANY NAME 
Species % 
Variety % 
Lot No. % 
Germination (min.) % 
Physical purity (min.) % 
Seed of other crops (max.) % 
Seed of weeds (max. ) % 
Net weight kgs 
Treated with 
(Do nol use for human or animal 
consumption, nor tor extracting 
oil . ) 
Annex 5. Hypothetical example of individual control of a stack in the warehouse-
ide lo Identification Side 2. Distribution 
pecies/Variety: Beans Species/Variety: Beans 
(PVA 916) (PVA 916) 
No. Number of Bags 
Lot of Lot Lot Lot 
No. Bags Producer Movement No.3 Date NO.l Date No.6 Date 
3 320 José, L.J. Entrance 320 03/10 100 03/10 620 03/10 
1 100 Armando, Z. Departure Inv.* 03/11 lov. 04/11 lov. 04/11 
20 100 300 
6 620 Vicente, O. Remnant 300 - O 04/11 320 -
8 620 Vicente, O. Departure lnv. 03/11 - - lnv. 04/11 
20 80 
6 620 Vicente, O. Remnant - - - - 240 -
4 620 Vicente, O. Departure - - - - lnv. OS/U 
200 
.Remnant - - - - 40 -
--
* lovoice number or name of client. 
w 
~ 
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